We study the formation of marginally trapped surfaces in the head-on collision of two ultrarelativistic charges in (A)dS space-time. The metric of ultrarelativistic charged particles in (A)dS is obtained by boosting Reissner-Nordström (A)dS space-time to the speed of light. We show that formation of trapped surfaces on the past light cone is only possible when charge is below certain critical -situation similar to the collision of two ultrarelativistic charges in Minkowski space-time. This critical value depends on the energy of colliding particles and the value of a cosmological constant. There is richer structure of critical domains in dS case. In this case already for chargeless particles there is a critical value of the cosmological constant only below which trapped surfaces formation is possible. Appearance of arbitrary small nonzero charge significantly changes the physical picture. Critical effect which has been observed in the neutral case does not take place more. If the value of the charge is not very large solution to the equation on trapped surface exists for any values of cosmological radius and energy density of shock waves. Increasing of the charge leads to decrease of the trapped surface area, and at some critical point the formation of trapped surfaces of the type mentioned above becomes impossible.
Introduction
Black holes are expected to form in collisions of ultrarelativistic particles with energies above the Planck scale [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . The Planck energy could be few TeV in the framework of TeV-gravity, where our space is a 3-brane situated in a large extra dimensional space and elementary particles are confined on the brane [6] . In this scenario the black hole production in collisions of particles with the center-mass energy of a few TeV and their experimental signatures [7] at the LHC became the subject of intensive analytical and numerical investigations [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . We also note a discussion of the possible production of wormholes and others more exotic objects at the LHC [17, 18, 19] . See [20, 21] for a consideration of wormholes in astrophysics.
There are motivations to study similar processes in AdS background. In the framework of AdS/CF T correspondence [22] the formation of trapped surfaces in AdS 5 is interesting because it is supposed to be dual to real four-dimensional formation of the quark-gluon plasma and its thermal equilibration [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] Existence of a critical impact parameter, beyond which the trapped surface does not exist has been considered as an indication for similar critical impact parameter in real collisions of heavy ions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Lab. We would like to recall that applications of the AdS/CF T correspondence to strongly coupled quark-gluon plasma has lead to many interesting results [27, 35, 36, 37, 38] , but these results are related to description equilibrium or close to equilibrium quark-gluon plasma.
There are observational as well as theoretical reasons to consider collisions of ultrarelativistic particles in asymptotically dS 4 space-times. Well-known experimental fact is that our universe is expanding with constant acceleration which is well described by a small positive cosmological constant and this implies that the space-time is asymptotically dS. Furthermore processes of collisions of a ultrarelativistic matter could be also interesting in the context of the early Universe [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] . For the current status of black hole astrophysics see [45] .
Let us note that trapped surface formation in the collision of ultra-relativistic particles in dS space-time could be interesting also in the context of dS/CFT correspondence [46, 47, 48, 49, 50] .
It is known that in the flat background [51, 52] charges of ultrarelativistic colliding particles (for a fixed impact parameter) decrease the trapped surface area and by increasing the charges one may reach a critical point at which no trapped surfaces can be formed. It is natural to ask a similar question about critical effects related to charges of ultrarelativistic particles propagating in (A)dS background.
In this paper the formation of trapped surfaces in collisions of two charged shock waves in (A)dS background is being considered. The first work in this direction in the AdS/CF T context was the paper by Gubser, Pufu and Yarom [23] , who consid-ered central collisions of neutral ultrarelativistic particles and found the (marginally) trapped surface forming at the collision moment. The trapped surface area was then used as a lower bound estimation of the entropy produced in a heavy ion collision. In the limit of very large collision energy E they found that the entropy grows as E 2/3 . Lin and Shuryak [29] have discussed matching heavy ion collisions to those of gravitational shock waves and have noted that the effective size of objects in gravitational collision grows with energy with an exponent ten times that in the real QCD. They have stressed that one cannot tune the scale of the cosmological constant Λ or the impact parameter of a bulk colliding objects to the size of nucleus and tune it perhaps to the parton density. Non-zero impact parameter case is considered in [25, 29] and a natural critical phenomenon analogous to neutral shock wave collision in Minkowski background [53, 54, 55] has been found. Beyond certain impact parameter, the trapped surface disappears and black hole formation does not happen.
Other type of criticality has been found by Alvarez-Gaume, Gomez, Vera, Tavanfar and Vazquez-Mozo [24] . They have considered central collision of shock waves sourced by a matter distribution in the transverse space and have found critical phenomenon occurring where the shock wave reaches some diluteness limit and the formation of the marginally trapped surface is no longer possible.
In this paper we find a new critical phenomenon in AdS background. Namely, in the AdS case beyond certain charge, the trapped surface disappears and black hole formation does not happen. The value of the critical charge depends on the energy of colliding particles as well as the value of the cosmological constant. This phenomenon is analogous to the critical phenomenon found by Mann and Yoshino in the charged shock wave collision in Minkowski background [51] . We consider here head-on collisions only and no-head ones can be considered by straightforward generalization of the technics developed in [25] and one can expect that there exists the domain in (Q, b)-plane beyond which the trapped surface disappears (here Q is charge and b is impact parameter).
There is a richer structure of critical domains in the dS case. In this case already in absence of a charge there is a critical value for the ratio of the shock wave energy density and the cosmological radius only below which trapped surfaces formation is possible [56] . We observe that small charge substantially violates this critical effect. If the charge is nonzero but enough small the trapped surface on the past light cone can be formed for given values of cosmological constant and energy density of shock wave even if in the neutral case for the same parameters the trapped surface can not be formed. Increasing of the charge decrease the area of formed trapped surface and it can be produced until the charge does not overcome critical value which depends on the energy of colliding particles and the value of the cosmological constant.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect.2.1. we present the (A)dS analog of the charged Aichelburg-Sexl shock wave which describes charged ultrarelativistic particles in the (A)dS space time. This is a generalization of results of Hotta and Tanaka [62] to the case of charged particles. We note a problem that appears in the dS case and that is associated with the cosmological horizon of dS metric and can be solved by regularization procedure. Physical meaning of this regularization requires more detailed investigations. In Sect.2.2 we present the standard picture of two ultrarelativistic colliding particles and the trapped surface equation for the central collision in the the (A)dS case. Sect. 3 is devoted to description of the solutions to equation which defines a radius of trapped surface for the central collision in the AdS 5 case. The existence of the critical charge is being demonstrated. In Sect. 4 we discuss solutions to the trapped surface equation in the dS 4 case.
Set up

Metric of an ultrarelativistic charge in the (A)dS background
The metric of an ultrarelativistic charge in the flat background has been obtained [57, 58] by applying the Aichelburg-Sexl boost [59] to D-dimensional Reissner-Nortström space-time [60] , see also [61] .
We apply the same procedure to Reissner-Nordström-(anti)de Sitter black hole metric. Our calculations generalize results of Hotta and Tanaka [62] , see also [57, 63, 64, 65, 58, 66, 67, 68, 69] . In a spherical static (Schwarzschild) coordinates the RN-(A)dS metric has the form (see for example, [70] )
where 2) and the electromagnetic field
gives a solution to the E.O.M. for a (pure electric) gauge potential, here Φ is a constant and Λ is a cosmological constant, Λ/3 ≡ 1/a 2 . Here and below (−) corresponds to dS and (+) to AdS . Q and M are related to charge q and mass m
To get the metric of an ultrarelativistic charge in (A)dS we take metric (2.1) and expand it on M and Q 2 . Thereafter we take the first order terms on these parameters
We rewrite (2.6) in the plane coordinates which are satisfying relations
Plane coordinates are related to T and R via formula
for dS and 12) for AdS case and
13)
14) 
where
and nonzero components of g M N and the overall factor χ(Z 
(2.20)
Performing a boost in the Z 1 -direction
and rescaling 27) we put the first order deformation of the metric into the form
To get the limit when γ → ∞ in the case of AdS like in absence of a charge we can apply the lemma of [59, 62] that is dealing with distributions:
The case of dS is more subtle. The problem is that in the dS case components of ds 2 p are not distributions for any value of D. Indeed, we need to consider the following expressions
where f is a smooth function. It is well known [77, 78] that
is not a distribution for any γ = 0. To treat the expression (2.30) as a distribution one has to use a regularization. All natural regularizations have been studied [77, 78] and we would use one of them. We can construct modification of the formula (A.1) which operates with
and is suitable for the dS case (see Appendix A.2):
According to mentioned formulas we have to select only terms proportional to γ (γ → ∞ when v → 1). This prescription gives the following answer
where u = Y 0 + Y 1 , and the shape function F D,dS/AdS (M ,Q 2 , Z) is given by the following formula
is a sum of the profile function for the chargeless shock wave in the same space-time dimension plus the profile function of 2D − 3 dimensional chargeless shock wave multiplied by a ratio of the charge square to mass M .
Two waves picture and trapped surface equations
In the previous subsection we presented gravitational properties of one ultrarelativistic charged particle traveling in (A)dS space-time. The gravitational field of the particle is infinitely Lorentz-contracted and forms a shock wave. Except at the shock wave, the space-time is (A)dS. To deal with two colliding ultrarelativistic particles one deals with picture schematically shown in Fig.1 . There are two shock waves and except at the shock waves the space-time is (A)dS before the collision (i.e., regions I, II, and III). After the collision these two shocks nonlinearly interact with each other and the space-time within the future lightcone of the collision (i.e., region IV) becomes highly curved. It is unknown how to derive the metric in region IV even numerically. But it is possible to investigate the apparent horizon on the slice u ≤ 0 = v and v ≤ 0 = u and calculate the cross section for the apparent horizon formation σ AH in AdS and dS cases, see [23] and [56] , respectively, similarly to the flat case [12, 13, 14] .
In non asymptotically flat cases one has no general theorems that guarantee formation of a black hole if the marginally trapped surface is formed [71, 72] . However there is a common opinion that the existence of the marginally trapped surface can be used as an indication of a black hole formation and the area of the trapped surface can be used as a low bound to estimate the cross-section of the black hole formation [73, 74, 75, 76] . The problem of horizon formation in asymptotically nonflat spacetimes has been considered in [79] .
This picture generalizes the picture for ultrarelativistic particles without charge and there is nothing special in the charged case except the different form of shape functions for the shock waves.
According to this picture the trapped surface is made up of two pieces, each of them is associated with one of two shock waves and one has to solve the boundary 
where the upper sign corresponds to the dS case and the lower one to the AdS case; Ψ is the trapped surface function and H is related to the shape of shock wave. Note that this form of the trapped surface equation does not depend on a particular choice of the shape F of shock wave. Here κ = θ(0) and we suppose that Heaviside function
. In the (A)dS case it is convenient to work with a chordal distance q, that is related to the plane coordinates Z D via
in the AdS case and
in the dS case. Also we use here radial coordinate ρ related to the chordal coordinates via
and
The trapped surface function Ψ for head-on collisions has to satisfy the following boundary conditions on a submanifold ρ = ρ 0 :
Existence of the trapped surface means the existence of a real solution to the following equation 45) for the dS case [56] . ρ 0 defines the radius of the corresponding trapped surface. One can rewrite equations (2.44) and (2.45) in terms of q
for the AdS case and 
Solution to Trapped Surface Equation in AdS 5
Critical charge
According to (2.34) the profile of the charged shock wave in the AdS 5 background has the form
, or in terms of the chordal coordinate q
To find solutions to (2.46) for F given by (3.2) we present the LHS of (2.46) for F given by (3.2)
The numerator N 5,AdS (a,M,Q 2 , q) contains just one term with dependence onQ 2 . This dependence is linear with a positive coefficient
The denominator in (3.4) does not take infinite values. To find solutions to (2.46) for the shape function given by (3.2) we can draw the function 6) and see where this function is positive and where it can be equal to a given value 15Q 
Area of the trapped surface in AdS 5
In the case of AdS 5 background the shape function F (ρ) is
And the equation on the radius of trapped surface (2.44) takes the form (here we introduce x = ρ 0 /a)
We solve this equation graphically, see Fig.4 . We assume that valueM /a 2 is fixed, we variate parameterQ/a 2 and analyze how the left hand side changes. On the Fig.4 the blue straight line represents the right hand side of (3.8) and another curves represent the left hand side of (3. cr B. The thick green line corresponds to shock wave with higher value ofM /a 2 > 1 and the same value ofQ 2 /a 4 < Q 2 cr as the fat green line. The thick red line corresponds to shock wave with higher value ofM /a 2 > 1 and the same value ofQ 2 /a 4 > Q 2 cr as the fat red line. Fig.4.A) . A small charge leads to appearance of one new root of equation (3.8) . This root is very close to zero and the initial "chargeless" root moves to the left. These two roots correspond to two intersections of the blue straight line and the green line in Fig.4.A) . Further increasing of the charge makes for increasing the smallest root and decreasing the biggest one. At the critical value ofQ 2 /a 4 = Q 2 cr , Q 2 cr ≃ 0.5, two roots coincide (the magenta line in Fig.4.A) cr . The area of the trapped surface is given by (for detailed derivation of similar formula in dS see [56] )
WhenQ = 0 equation (3.8) has only one root (intersection of two blue lines in
To estimate the area of the trapped surface we use the biggest root of equation (3.8) because in the neutral limit this root tends to the "chargeless" one. Firstly we assume thatM << a 2 . In this case a solution to (3.8) is given by
For small x = ρ/a the area is
and we get
Secondly we consider the caseM >> a 2 . In this regime a solution to (3.8) is given by x = √ 2 − y, where y is small and satisfies the following equation
Denoting the RHS of (3.13) by
we find a perturbative solution
where the coefficients are given by
The area of the trapped surface is given by
and we see that the first term reproduces the Gubser, Pufu and Yarom answer [23] and the charge decreases the area of the trapped surface.
Solution to Trapped Surface Equation in dS 4
Critical charges
The profile of the charged shock wave in dS 4 in the chordal coordinate is given by
To visualize the solutions of equation (2.47) for the shape function (4.1) one can use the same method as in Sect. 3. Let us introduce the function
It can be presented as
where 4) and
To solve equation
one can draw the function −N 4,dS (M /a, q) and see where it can be equal to 3Q 2 /a 2 π. The shape of −N 4,dS (M /a, q) for a fixed value ofM = 1 is presented in Fig.5 . In Figure 5 .A. we can see results obtained in [56] , namely the existence of a critical value of a = a cr,0 (M ), below which the trapped surface formation is impossible. Indeed, for a small enough values of this function are positive and equation (4.2) has no solution. The charge makes this critical value of a = a cr,Q 2 (M) for the same energy less then the corresponding a cr,0 (M ) for the chargeless case. (see Fig.5.B) .
A. B (4.2) for givenQ for a < a cr,Q . We see that the critical value of the gravitational radius for two colliding chargeless shock waves is smaller as compare with the critical radius for charged shock waves with the same energy.
In Fig.6 the shape of function −N 4,dS (a,M, q)) as a functions of q for different fixed values of a andM = 1 is presented. Fig.6 .A. shows that in the case of a < a cr,0 (M ), i.e. in the case when chargeless version of equation (4.1) has not solution, the presence of the charge drastically change the situation. Already a small charge produces a nonzero solution of the equation (4.6) . By increasing the charge we reach a domain where charge effect dominates, i.e. the second term in the RHS of (4.1) dominates and equation (4.6) has no solutions. Fig.6 .B. shows that for a > a cr,0 (M ) there is the maximum value of the function −N 4,dS (a,M, q). This maximum for different a defines critical values ofQ 2 , Q 2 max = Q 2 max (a,M), above which there is no formation of the trapped surface. Similar maximum have curves representing the case of a < a cr,0 (the green and magenta lines in Fig.6.B) .
A. Here is shown that all curves in the region 0 < q < 1 have maxima that demonstrates the existence of the critical values of the charge above which there is no trapped surface formation.
B.
Area of the trapped surface in dS 4
In dS 4 background the shape is
and equation (2.45) has the form:
ForQ 2 = 0 there are two possibilities. WhetherM > a/4 and we have not a solution to the equation on the radius of trapped surface, orM ≤ a/4 and two solution to this equation exist (see [56] ). We take the smaller one because the larger is localized near spatial infinity. The graphical solution of this equation is presented in Fig.7 . The LHS of (4.8) forM > a/4 is drawn by the red line in Fig.7 .A and for M < a/4 by the magenta line in Fig.7 .B. The RHS of (4.8) is presented by the green straight lines.
Let us consider graphically as well the influence of charge. In Fig.7 different lines correspond to the left hand side of (4.8) for various values of chargeQ.
Let us consider first a < a cr,0 , Fig.7 .A. Note that the function representing the caseQ = 0 has a positive singularity at x = 0 (the red curve). IfQ = 0 and is arbitrary small then the sign of the singularity at x = 0 changes and this fact leads A.
B. to appearance of one root. Growth of theQ makes for growth of the root (the set of blue curves in Fig.7 .A; lower curve corresponds to the bigger value ofQ 2 ). Further increasing ofQ 2 causes the change of the sign of the second singularity at x = √ 2 and we have no more intersection points between the green line and the lines representing the left hand side of (4.8). The trapped surface cannot be formed as in the neutral case.
Slightly different behavior of roots can be observed in the case, when the trapped surface exists already forQ = 0.
When equation (4.8) forQ = 0 has two roots (intersection of the green and magenta lines), i.e. a > a cr,0 (Fig.7.B) , arbitrary small increasing of the charge leads to appearance of one new roots of (4.8) and to shift of the existent roots. Both of two new small roots are smaller than initial (intersection of green and the upper blue line). The third root near x = √ 2 seems nonphysical because it is localized near spatial infinity. At some critical value ofQ (the second blue line) only one small root remains, and after that we have no physical solution to the equation for trapped surface radius. And ifQ becomes much larger (brown curves with two negative singularities) there is no solution, even nonphysical.
We now assume thatQ 2 ≤Q 2 cr andM ≪ a. In this case solution to (4.8) is very close to .9) i.e. the presence of the charge decreases the radius of the formed trapped surface. The area of the trapped surface is given by
Conclusion
We have presented the charged version of Aichelburg-Sexl metric in the (A)dS case.
We have calculated the area of the trapped surface produced in a head-on collision of two charged shock waves in (A)dS background. We observe that the physical picture in AdS is similar to the flat case. Namely, there is a critical value of charge above which no marginally trapped surface on the past light cone is formed in the head-on collision. The phenomenon is analogous to the the critical behavior found in flat space [51] . The value of critical charge in the AdS case depends both on the collision energy and the value of the cosmological constant. It would be interesting to study non-head-on collisions of charged particles in AdS background and, in particular, to study an influence of charges on a possible elongation of the shape of the trapped surface in spherical coordinate.
We have found new interesting phenomena in the collision of shock waves in dS background. As has been already noticed in [56] there is a critical value of a cosmological radius below which there is no trapped surfaces formation. Non zero charge changes situation and formation of trapped surface becomes possible even if in the neutral case for given values ofM and a the ratioM /a is over critical point. However a large enough charge stops a formation of the trapped surface. It would be also interesting to study non-head-on collisions of charged particles in dS background and to find how a non-zero impact parameter influences on the trapped surface formation in the collision of charged particles. 
This one might be found in [62] .
A.2 Modified form of Lemma
As has been mentioned in the text in the dS case we have to deal with expressions which require a regularization, in particular with expression (2.30). Let us first consider a simple example and prove the following Lemma II. In the sense of distributions one has
here we use the following regularization
Remark 1 To write regularization (A.3) we assume: i) the following relation
ii) the regularization in the RHS of (A.4) in the following sense
iii) the natural regularization for two terms in (A.5)
Remark 2 For simplicity we have made a cut-off in (A.7) and (A.6) as well in (A.3) at 1, but one can make it at an arbitrary dimensional parameter, say ǫ.
Proof Taking the limit γ → ∞ in the RHS of (A.3) we get
f (x 2 )g(
) − f (z 2 )g(0)
that is nothing but
that proves the Lemma II. Let us prove the Lemma that is suitable for dS case. Lemma III In the sense of distributions one has
We use the following regularization
Remark 3. To write this regularization we are motivated by the following relation
here f ′ (x) = ∂ ∂x f (x) (A.14)
and taking the limit γ → ∞ in the RHS of (A.11) we get f (x 2 )g(
) (x − Z)
In the above calculations we use that the coefficient in front of the derivative of g goes to zero when γ → ∞. Remark 4. One can replace "1" in the domain of the integration in (A.11) by some dimensional parameter, say ǫ and the regularization prescription which we use in fact means what we deal with the principle values of integral and just remove ǫ neighborhood in integrals near points x = ±Z D . This prescription give D-dimensional answers presented in [62] .
